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ABSTRACT 
A saturated Fatou function norm Q defined on the probability space (9 KP) is called regular if 
for each sub-u-field .G# of 9 the conditional expectation Ed is a contractive linear operator from L, 
into L,. If Q~ denotes the restriction of Q to the &measurable functions, it is proved that Q is 
regular if and only if Q;=Q' for each sub-u-field ~4 and if and only if Q has the levelling-length 
property. A regular norm Q is absolutely continuous if and only if each martingale of the form E”f, 
converges in L, to f, and each martingale boundend in L, is of the form E”fif and only if 1 o is of 
absolutely continuous Q' norm, where E” denote conditional expectations with respect to a non- 
decreasing sequence of sub-u-fields. An application to a problem of Peetre on the interpolation of 
some martingale spaces is also given. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let (4 $$P) be a probability space, { 4 : n ~0) a non-decreasing sequence of 
sub-a-fields of 9 and .cJ&, the sub-a-field of 9 generated by Un10 &$,. For 
1 up s QO define MLP = MLP(sZ, 4P, { 9?&}) as the Banach space formed by the 
martingales (fn} with respect to the sequence 9n such that 
It is well known that the spaces MLP and LP( S&J are isometrically isomorphic 
for 1 <p<oo. 
The aim of this paper is to characterize the function norms Q defined on the 
extended non-negative measurable functions on (Sz, KP) such that the spaces 
ML, and L,( $,,) are isometrically isomorphic for each { 4 : n ~0). 
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Our first step, carried out in $ 1, is to characterize those function norms Q, 
that we shall call regular, having the property that conditional expectations with 
respect to all sub-a-fields of Y are contractive linear operators in L,. A natural 
characterization of regular norms is based on an invariance property of the 
associate norm Q’ with respect to sub-a-fields of g Moreover, it is proved that 
the regular norms are exactly those having the levelling-length property, intro- 
duced by Ellis and Halperin [3], and that they also coincide with the norms 
having the property (J), considered by Gretsky [4]. It is interesting to point out 
that originally, Gretsky introduced property (J) as a weaker form of the level- 
ling-length property. M.M. Rao [14, Addendum], [15] mentioned that Gretsky 
has proved that condition (J) is equivalent to the regularity, but we were not 
able to find that proof in the literature. We also show that rearrangement 
invariant norms are a proper subclass of the class of regular norms. 
In 0 2 we show that for regular norms Q, the absolute continuity is equivalent 
to the convergence in L, of all martingales of the form Enf to the function f, 
and that all bounded martingales in L, are of the form Enf if and only if the 
constant function 1 is of absolutely continuous Q’ norm, where En denote 
conditional expectations with respect to a non-decreasing sequence of sub-a- 
fields. 
We finish the paper with an application to a problem of Peetre on inter- 
mediary spaces between MLpO and AILpI. 
We are going to use the definitions and notations on function norms esta- 
blished in Chapter 15 of Zaanen’s book [16], with the exception that the charac- 
teristic function of a set A will be denoted by lA. The few references to Orlicz 
spaces contained in this paper can be found in [17] or in [a]. General references 
for conditional expectations and martingales are [9] and [l 11. 
We wish to express our gratitude to a Referee of an earlier version of this 
paper, who pointed out a gap in our original proof of (i) implies (ii) in 
Theorem 1.4. 
1. CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
In what follows, (a, 4P) will denote a probability space such that P is a 
complete measure, i.e., Ycontains all the subsets of sets of probability zero. By 
a sub-a-field of Fwe shall always understand a sub-a-field that contains all sets 
of probability zero. Given a sub-a-field d of 4 M(d) (M+(d)) will denote the 
set of (non-negative) extended real &measurable functions defined on Sz. 
A function norm is a map ,Q : M+(S)+F that satisfies the following con- 
ditions, for f, g in M+(Y): (i) e(j) = 0 if and only if f = 0 a.e.; (ii) e(cf) = c@(f) 
for each c E R + ; (iii) eCf+ g) I Q(J) + e(g), and (iv) if f Ig a.e., then @Cf) 5 e(g). 
A function norm Q is said to be a Fatou function norm if f, EM+ (.Y) and f,?f 
a.e. imply that @Cf) =lim,,+= QC~,). 
Given a function norm Q on M+(3), L,(9) denotes the set of (equivalence 
classes) of functions in M(Y) such that Q( If ()< 00. L,(fl is a normed space, 
and if Q is a Fatou norm, then Lp(Y) is a Banach space. 
A function norm Q is said to be saturated if for each FE 9 with p(F)>O, 
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there is anfE M+ (9) such that p(f) < 00 and jF fdP > 0. Any function norm can 
be, without loss of generality, made into a saturated function norm by the 
removal of an appropriate set from the underlying measure space [la, Ch. 15, 
0 671. For a saturated function norm Q, the associated function norms Q(“) are 
defined inductively as follows: Q(O) = Q and 
,$“+“Cf)= sup { jflgldP:@‘“‘(lg1)sl} 
R 
for eachfcM+(Q 
The associate norms Q(“) are Fatou norms for each n r 1, and e is a Fatou 
norm if and only if Q = e t2). In order to simplify the notation, we are going to 
write e’ and e” instead of e(*) and e(Z) respectively. 
It is easy to check (see [7, p. 1141) that &lo)< w if and only if L”(Y) is 
continuously embedded in LJ 9), and that in this case, Q is saturated; and also 
that @(la) c 00 if and only if L,( 9) is continuously embedded in L’( 9). 
A functionfeL,(Y’) is said to be of absolutely continuous norm if for each 
sequence F, of measurable sets decreasing to a set of probability zero we have 
that Q( IfI l,)lO. The set of functions of absolutely continuous norm is denoted 
by L:(Y) and e is said to be an absolutely continuous function norm if 
Jq~=L,(O 
1.1. LEMMA: Let e be a function norm on M+ (9) such that Q( lo) c 03. Then 
Q is absolutely continuous if and only if lee Lt(fl and L”(3) is dense in 
L,(fl. 
PROOF: Suppose thatfc Lz( 9) and setf, = min ( Ifl, nlc). Then& E L”( 3) c 
EL,(Y) and (j-f,)10 a.e. It follows from [16, Ch. 15, 0 72, Th. 21 that 
&f-f,)lO. Therefore Li( 9) is contained in the closure of L”( 9) in L,( 9). On 
the other hand, since IfI I& IlflJLmlF for each FE Band Lz( 9) is a closed order 
ideal in L,(Y) [16, Ch. 15, 0 72, Th. 31 it follows at once that loo L:(Y) 
implies that the closure of L”( 9) in LJ 9) is contained in Lz( 3). 
REMARK: The norm Q = II . I( LoD defined on the Lebesgue measurable functions 
on [0, l] is an obvious example of a e such that L” is dense in L, but In $ Lz. On 
the other hand, the Orlicz norm e= II . II@ defined on the same space, where 
Q(u) = eU - u - 1, is an example of a Q such that ln E Lz but L” is not dense 
in L,. 
Given a sub-a-field d of 4 Ed denotes the conditional expectation operator 
with respect to R Recall that E&is characterized by the following two proper- 
ties: (i) Edf EM+(~) for each f EM+( P), and (ii) jA E”/fdP= jA fdP for each 
Aod andfEM+(Y). 
We are going to investigate now conditions on e and e’ in order that E” be a 
contraction from L,( 9’) into LQ( .3) for each sub-a-field I of 5 
It was claimed by M.M. Rao [14, Addendum, 0 61, [IS, Th. 1.2.31 that if e is 
a saturated Fatou norm defined on M+(X, KP), where (X, Z$P) is a rather 
general measure space, then E” is always a linear contraction from L&Y, zp) 
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onto LQ,(X, &,pl), where el and pl denote the restrictions of ,Q to M+ (X, a) and 
of I(( to &, respectively. We were not able to follow his arguments, and it seems 
that the following is a counterexample to his statement: 
1.2. EXAMPLE: Let 52 be the interval (0, 11, 3 the a-field of Lebesgue meas- 
urable sets and P the Lebesgue measure. For each f E M+ (Sz, 3) define 
e&f) = bf(t)t- ldt. 
Then Q is a saturated Fatou function norm. If B is the sub-a-field of 9 gener- 
ated by the partition ((0,2-i], (2-l, 11) and j(t) = t for each t, we have that 
eCf) = 1 and @(E9J) = 00, thus E”is not even an operator from L,(S2,4P) into 
L,,(Q, -WV. 
We are going to denote by %, the (complete) sub-a-field of 9 formed by the 
sets of probability 0 or 1. (Q, 3$P) is said to be non-trivial if $j# X Note that 
4 is the sub-a-field of 9 generated by the one-set partition (0). 
1.3. LEMMA: Let (Q, KP) be a non-trivialprobability space and Q a saturated 
Fatou function norm defined on M+(Y). Then the following are equivalent 
conditions: 
(i) @(lo) and @‘(lo) are both finite. 
(ii) For each sub-o-field B of .?? generated by a finite partition, E” is a con- 
tinuous operator from L,( 2JJ into LB( 9). 
(iii) For each sub-a-field 9 of F generated by a finite partition, there is a 
constant c9such that e(E9f) I c&f) for every non-negative f in LJ 9). 
PROOF: (i) implies (ii): Suppose that both Q( lo) and Q’( lo) are finite, and let 9 
be the sub-o-field of 8 generated by the partition {A, ,A2, . . . ,A, ). Since LB( fl 
is continuously embedded in L1( Y), EIPf is well defined for each f tz L,( 9), and 
we have that 
(ii) implies (iii): Obvious. 
(iii) impfies (i): Suppose first that ~(1~) = 0~. Since the probability space is 
non-trivial,wecanfindanAE~suchthatO<P(A)<l.SetAl=A,Az=Sa\A 
and let 9 be the sub-a-field of fgenerated by the partition {A,,A2}. Since e is 
saturated, there are fi,fi in M+(Q, 9) such that jAiJdP>O and ~cf~)<oo. If 
f =A +fi, then f E L,(9) and ci= P(AJ- * jA. fdP>O. We have that @(ET)2 
2 min (ci, c&on) = ~0, and this shows that i9is not even an element of Lp( 9). 
Suppose now that e’(ln) = 00. Then we can find a sequence g, EM+ (9) such 
that a,,) I 1 and c,, = Jn g,dPzn. Since E%g,, = c,lo, we have that 
e(E%g,,)+oo. 
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If Q is a saturated Fatou function norm defined on M+ (9) and d is a sub-o- 
field of 4 it is clear that the restriction Q& of Q to M+ (,cP) is also a Fatou 
function norm, but it may fail to be saturated. If E”is a continuous operator 
form L,(3) into L,(3) for each sub-a-field 9 of 9 generated by a finite 
partition, then it follows from the above lemma that ~~(1~) = &lo) < 00 and 
therefore eg is saturated. 
In case Q~ is saturated, we have for eachfeM+(&) that 
! 
eW)= sup{ I,flgl@:gWJ0 @&!1)~1)~ 
(1) 
I sup { j f/hldP: hEM(.Y), @(Ih()ll}=@‘Cf). 
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Recall that a function norm Q is said to have the levelling-length property [3] if 
(2) 
~Q(V’(A~U***U&)-’ i W’W))~(A~U...UA,)+ !Y kilAi) 
i=l i=r+l 
for all 2 I rs m, disjoint A 1, . . ..A. with all p(Ai)>O and arbitrary kiZ0. 
Following [4, p. 71, we say that Q has property (J) if E” is a contractive 
operator from Le( 5) into te( 9) for each sub-a-field 9 of 9 generated by a 
finite partition. 
1.4. THEOREM: 
The following are equivalent conditions for a saturated Fatou function norm Q 
defined on M+ (3): 
(i) Q has the levelling-length property. 
(ii) Q has property (J). 
(iii) For each sub-a-field ~4 of q ~‘a) = e’(f) for each f E M+ (d). 
(iv) For each sub-a-field d of 4 E” is a contractive operator from L,( 3) into 
&4a. 
PROOF: (i) implies (ii): This implication was observed in [3, property (L*)]. For 
completeness, we sketch a proof. Let {A i,...,&} be a partition and 9 the 
corresponding o-field. If f = CT= i cilBi is a simple function in M+( SJ), (2) 
implies that 
By applying (2) several times we get that @Cf) L @(E9f ), and the Fatou property 
implies that this inequality holds for each non-negative f E L,(9). Then it 
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follows from Lemma 1.3 that LB(9) CL’(fl, and since E” is a positive 
operator in Li, we have that Q( 1E9f1)s~(E”lfl)<~( IfI). 
(ii) implies (iii): Note first that by the remarks preceeding the theorem, (ii) 
implies that Q~ is a saturated Fatou function norm for each sub-a-field I of K 
Letf= C y=, ai I,+ be a non-negative simple &measurable function and let 9 the 
a-field generated by {A i, . . . . A,}. Obviously, 9’~ & Since f is S-measurable, 
jo fgdP= jc, jE9gdP, and since E” is a contraction, Q( I g I ) s 1 implies that 
Q( ) Egg I) I 1. Therefore we have that: 
elf)= sup{1 j-/WI :s~M3),e(IgI)~l)= 
= sup {I ~fE+“dPl :gEWfl, e(IslW~~ 
5 sup { 1 j fhdPI : him, e.@I)=l}=&U). 
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From (1) and the last inequality we get that &(J) =e’Cf) for a simple 
function in M+(d), and an application of the Fatou property shows that the 
equality holds for each f e M+ (a!). 
(iii) implies (iv): Note first that since Q is saturated, Q’ is a function norm, and 
since (iii) implies that Q$ is the restriction of Q’ to M+(d), it follows (see [16, 
Ch. 15, 68, Th. 41) that Q& is saturated, and ejd= ~2. Then for each f EL,(Y) 
we have that 
5 sup ( d (E”‘tfl)IgldP:mW4, eL4kl)=e’(lslb1)= 
= sup { d E”‘(lfl IglW:mW4, e’(Isl)slI~ 
I sup { j IfI IhldP:kM(Y), ~‘(lhl)sl}= 6l 
= e”( If I) = et If I). 
(iv) impfies (i): For any A E Bwith p(A) >O, let 9’= gA be the sub-o-field of 9 
generated by the measurable subsets of Q \ A and the set A. It was observed by 
Luxemburg [7 pp. 131-1321 that for fEM+(3), 
For a simple function f = 1 z i ki lAi E M+ (fl it is plain that (2) is implied by 
the fact that E’A is a contraction, with A = Ur=, Ai. 
We shall say that a function norm Q defined on M+(Y) is regular if it is a 
saturated Fatou norm that satisfies the equivalent conditions of Theorem 1.4, 
and the class of regular function norms on M+(Y) will be denoted by W(3). 
Items (i) and (iii) of the next corollary were proved in [3] and [4] under the 
assumptions that Q has the levelling-length property and that Q has property (J) 
respectively. The proof of (i) that we present here, by using the sub-a-field 
invariance of Q’, is much simpler. 
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1.5. COROLLARY: Let Q be a saturated Fatou norm defined on M+ (9). Then 
the following properties hold true: 
(i) I~QC 9(Y), then Q’E a(Y). 
(ii) If e E 9i’( a, then L”( 9) G L,( fl E L’(Y), with both inclusions continuous. 
(iii) If Q E W( 8, then P(A) = Q( lA)e’( lA) for each A E 2 
PROOF: (i) Let d be a sub-a-field of 9 and f E M+ (-01). If Q E W(Y), then Q,~ is 
a saturated Fatou norm on M+(d) and we have that &Cf) = Q&(J) = eCf) = 
= e”(J), i.e., Q satisfies condition (iii) of Theorem 1.4. 
(ii) Follows at once from (i), Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 1.4. 
(iii) Let A B ?E If p(A) = 0, the result is trivial. If P(A) = 1, set 9= z+, and if 
0 <P(A) c 1, take 9 as the sub-a-field generated by {A, 52 \ A}. Since the % 
measurable functions are of the form g=alA + blOiA, and Igl r Ial lA, we 
have that ~‘(l~)=e$(l~)= sup {ap(A): az0, a~(lA)~l}=~(lA)-iP(A). 
Important classes of function spaces of frequent use in analysis, like 
Lebesgue spaces, Orlicz spaces, Lorentz spaces, are defined by regular function 
norms. Actually, these norms are rearrangement invariant in the following 
sense: two functions f, g E M+ (9’) are said to be equimeasurable if for each 
Iz ~0, P({w :f(o)>~})=p({o : g(w)>l}). A function norm Q is said to be 
rearrangement invariant if @Cf) = e(g) for all g equimeasurable with f. It is well 
known (see [7]) that if @ is a rearrangement invariant saturated Fatou norm, 
then QE g(3). The following example shows that rearrangement invariant 
norms are a proper subclass of the class of regular norms: 
1.6. EXAMPLE: Let Q={1,2}, 3=2” and p({l})=P((2})=1/2. Then 
M(s2,XP) = R2 and j fdP= 1/2cf(l) +j(2)). Let Q be the norm in R2 having as a 
unit closed ball the set 
K={(cl,c2):05 IciI 11, 01 lc21 ~3/2, and Ic,J + Ic21 12). 
Since c = (cr , c2) E K implies that (c, + c2)2-i, (cr + c2)2- ‘) E K and 6 is the only 
proper sub field of 4 it follows that Q E W( 9). On the other hand, x= (l/2, 
3/2) and y = (3/2, l/2) are equimeasurable, XE K but y d K. 
2.MARTINGALES 
We shall denote by r the class of all non-decreasing sequences y = { ~J?~)l)~~c of 
sub-a-fields of K and by n the subclass of r formed by the sequences 
y= { 9n}nr0 such that each Yn is generated by a finite partition. Given 
y= ts> EC -%a will denote the sub-a-field of 9 generated by Up=,, B,, and 
E” =E’gn; E” =E%. 
Given y E f, we say, as usual, that the sequence {fn}nrO of functions of L’(3) 
is a y-martingale if f, E iVf( .!J?,,) and E”f, + , = f, for each n 2 0. 
Let Q E .5?(Y), and y = {g,,} E r. We say that the y-martingale { fnjnzO is 
closed in L,( 9) if there is an f o L,( 9) such that f, = E”f for each n 10. Note 
that this condition implies that each f, E L,( 3). Moreover, since E”f = E”EODf, 
we can always assume that f o LJ gm). We say that the y-martingale {fn}nzo is 
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bounded in L,( 5) if SUP,~~ Q( /f, 1) < 00 and that it is convergent in L,( 3) if 
f,EL,(~foreachn2Oandifthereisf~L,(3)suchthate((f,-f1)‘0.Note 
that in this case, since L,(F) is continuously embedded in L’(3), there is a 
subsequence f,,-f a.e., therefore f E L,( C&). 
We are going to investigate now the relations among the three notions we 
have just defined. The first lemma is a straightforward generalization of well 
known results for Lp and Orlicz spaces: 
2.1. LEMMA: Let QE W(9) and y = {G?“} EK Each of the following 
conditions implies the next one for each y-martingale { f, Inso: 
(i) {f,} is convergent in LJY). 
(ii) {f,} contains a subsequence {fn,} weakly convergent in L,( 3). 
(iii) { fn} is closed in L,( fl. 
(iv) {fn} is bounded in L@(Y). 
PROOF: (i) implies (ii): Any convergent sequence in a normed space is weakly 
convergent. 
(ii) impfies (iii): Since @‘(l&c 00, it follows that GA(g)=JA gdP defines a 
continuous linear functional on LB(Y) for each A E K Suppose f,, converges 
weakly to f E L,( 3). The martingale condition implies that for each A E 4 and 
for each k such that nk 1 n, GA cf,) = GA cf,,). Then we have 
1 f,dP= 1 im j f,,dP= J fdP for each A E B,,. k-m A A 
Consequently, E”f = f, . 
(iii) impiies(iv): Iff,=E”f, then&If,I)s&IfJ). 
2.2. PROPOSITION: The following are equivalent conditions for each 
@E gR(m: 
(i) Q is absolutely continuous. 
(ii) For each y E C each closed y-martingale is convergent in LJ Y). 
(iii) For each y E II, each closed y-martingale is convergent in L,( n. 
PROOF: (i) impfies (ii): The absolute continuity of Q implies that the simple 
functions are dense in L@(Y) [la, Ch. 15, 0 72, Th. 21. Moreover, since {gn} is 
non-decreasing, g= UrZo gn is a subfield of 4 and then A E gW if and only if 
there is a sequence A,, E @ such that P(AdA,)+O, where d denotes the 
symmetric difference, and the absolute continuity of Q also implies that 
UrEo L,(g,J is dense in LJ&). Let {fn}nro be a closed y-martingale in 
L,( 9’) : f, = E”f for some f E LJ &.). Given E > 0, choose g E U,“= r Lp( i&J so 
that Q( 1 f-g I) c e/2 and let no be the first integer such that g E L,(S?,,). Then 
E”g =g for each n 1 no. Therefore we have (cp. [9, Th. 131): 
e(lf,-fl)4e(If,-E"gl)+e(IE"g-gI)+e(Is-fl)<& 
if n>no. Hence f,?f in L,(g,J, and, a fortiori,f,+f in L,(9). 
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(ii) implies (iii): It is obvious, since DE r. 
(iii) implies (i): Suppose that Q is not absolutely continuous. According to 
Lemma 1.1, we have two (non-exclusive) possibilities: (a) L”( 9) is not dense in 
L,(9) or (b) loeL~(9). In both cases we are going to show the existence of 
increasing sequences 9” of sub-a-fields generated by finite partitions and 
functions f E L,( 9) such that Enf does not converge to Em’ in LQ( 9). 
In case (a), takefE L, \ L”, and let %Y be the sub-a-field of 9 generated by f. 
Since 99 is generated by the sets of the form {f > A} for J. rational, it follows that 
g is separable, and consequently, that there is a non-decreasing sequence Yn of 
sub-a-fields generated by finite partitions that generates .%? [5, !j 40 and 0 411. 
Then E”f, being a linear combination of characteristic functions, belongs to 
L”( 9) for each n, and therefore Enf cannot converge to f = E”f. 
In case (b), there is a decreasing sequence A, of sets in 9 such that &4,&O 
and ~(l,&a>O. Without loss of generality, we can further assume that 
Al=52 and that P(A,+i)<(1/2)P(A,) for each nrl. Set Dn=An\A,+l, 
B,= UZkzn D2k and C, = UQ~+ I)>~ D2k+l. Note that P(D,)>(1/2)P(A,,) for 
each n, and consequently, if n is even p(B,J 2 (1/2)P(A,J and if n is odd, 
P(C,)2(1/2)P(A,). Moreover, since the sequences B, and C, are decreasing 
and a< e(l~,) I ~(1~~) + ,~(l,$, it follows that at least one of the following 
relations must hold: (bl) ~(1~~) L a/2 > 0 or (b2) Q( lc,) 1 a/2 >O, for each n L 1. 
Let Yn be the increasing sequence of sub-o-fields generated by the finite 
partitions {Dl,D2 ,..., D,-l,An}. 
In case (bl), take f = Cr=,, lDzn+,. Then a small calculation shows that 
If -E”f I = (I- (W,Vo,)))kn + (WM’(AJ)l~n. 
Hence, for n odd, we have that Q( 1 f - Enf I) 1 (P(C,J/P(A,))Q( le,) 2 (1/4)a > 0 
and therefore E”f does not converge to f = E“‘f in L,. 
In case (b2), take g= C,“= 1 lDzn. An analogous argument shows that for n 
even, Q( 1 g - E”g ) ) > (114)~~ > 0, and consequently, E”g does not converge to 
g = E”g. 
2.3. PROPOSITION: The following are equivalent conditions for each 
@E W(fl: 
(i) laxly,. 
(ii) The unit ball S of L,( fl is a uniformly integrable subset of L’(fl. 
(iii) There is a Young function @ (i.e. a convex increasing function defined on 
[0, + 00) with Q(O) =0 and lim,,, @(t)t-’ = + 00) such that L,(3) is 
continuously embedded in the Orlicz space L& 9). 
(iv) For each y E r, each y-martingale bounded in L,( 3) is closed in L,(3). 
(v) For each YE IT, each y-martingale bounded in L,(3) is closed in L,(3). 
PROOF: (i) implies (ii): Let f o S. For each A E 3; we have that jA If 1 dP5 
le’(lJ. By taking A =IR, we see that S is uniformly bounded in L’(3). 
Moreover, since la E L$,( 3), given E >O we can find a 6>0 such that p(A) < 6 
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implies ~‘(l~)<e. Consequently, S is uniformly integrable in L’(3) (see [8], 
Th. 19). 
(ii) is equivalent to (iii): If S is uniformly integrable in L’( fl, a result of de la 
VallCe Poussin ([8], Th. 22) guarantees the existence of a Young function @ 
such that sup { jo @( IfI )dP : f E S} = c < 00, and this implies that 1) f 11 rp I c + 1 
(see [17], Ch. 5, 5 5, Th. 1). On the other hand, if there is a Young function @ 
such that VII e 5 a?( If I), we have that jo @(c-i If I)dPs I (see [17], Ch. 5, 8 5, 
Th. 2). Consequently S is uniformly integrable in L’( fl. 
(ii) implies (iv): Suppose {f,} is a y-martingale bounded in L,( z@): 
sup {@(If,I):nlO}=c<~. 
Then {fn} CC& which is a uniformly integrable subset of L’(fl, and this 
implies that there is a subsequence off, weakly convergent in L’(fl (see [8], 
Th. 23). Thus it follows from Lemma 2.1 that there is an f EL*(fl such that 
f, =Enf for each n?O. Since the norm 11. I( i is absolutely continuous, Propo- 
sition 2.2 yields that f, converges to f in L’(fl. Therefore, there is a subse- 
quence f,, that converges to f a.e., and the Fatou property implies (see [16], 
Ch. 15, 0 65, Th. 3) that e(Ifl)~lim inf @(If,,j)5c. Thus feL, and {f,} is 
closed in L,. 
(iv) impfies (v): Obvious, because no f. 
(v) implies (i): If lo $ Lir( q, then there is a decreasing sequence A, of sets in 
y such that 0 <pn = P(A,)LO and Q’( Ian)& > 0. Assuming that Al = 8, take as 
yn the increasing sequence of sub-a-fields of B generated by the finite parti- 
tions (Al\A2,A2\A3,..., A,-, \ A,,A,}, and, for each n, define f, =pi’lA,. 
Then {f,,} is a martingale with respect to { pR}, and (iii) of Corollary 1.5 implies 
that Q( If, I)= (~‘(l~,)))’ la-i. 
Suppose that {f,} were closed in L,(3). Then {fn} would be also closed in 
L’(Y), and since the Li-norm is absolutely continuous, Proposition 2.3 would 
imply that f, = E”f converges to f in L’( e. But since fn-+O a.e., we would have 
that f =0 a.e., i.e., that f, = En0 = 0 a.e., a contradiction, becausep, =P(A,J >0 
for each n. 
We shall say that Q E 9( 9) is of a strict Orlicz type if it satisfies the equivalent 
conditions of the above Proposition. Note that II . Jim is of a strict Orlicz type, 
but II . II1 is not. In a sense, if Q is of a strict Orlicz type, then L, is “far away” 
from L’. 
If QE @(fl, y= { gn,> or, and {f,) is a y-martingale define 
and denote by ML,(y) = ML,@?, gP, (g,,}) the set of all y-martingales bounded 
in L,( fl, i.e. all y-martingales ( fn} such that II {f,} 1 etyj < 00. 
Note that since En is a contraction for each n, we have Q( ) f, I) = Q( I E”f, + , I ) I 
=e( If,+ I I ). Consequently, II {f, 1 IIe(yj = lim,+, et If, I). 
It is easy to check that ML,(y) with the obvious definition of the vector 
operations and the norm II . ))Q(yj is a Banach space. 
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2.4. THEOREM: Let Q E 9?( 9) and y = { 3’“} E r. For each f E LB( %,,) define 
TYf as the y-martingale {E”f},,,. Then TY : L,(~&,)*h4L,(y) is a linear 
kometry. T,, is an onto map for each y E r if and only if Q is of a strict Orlicz 
We. 
PROOF: It is easy to check that TY is linear and that 11 T&f) [ P(,,) SQ( 1 f I). An 
argument similar to that used at the end of the proof of (ii) implies (iv) in 
Proposition 2.3 shows that we also have 
e(Ifl)s sup kW”fl):nW= IITrfll~v). 
As an application of the results stated above, we are going to consider a 
problem of Peetre on the interpolation of the martingale spaces h4Lp [ 131. 
The Lorentz spaces LP4, I<p<oo, lIqsooaredefined(see[l], [12])bythe 
function norms 
@,,(lfI)={ $ (tl’Pf**(t))W1dt}“q l<q<o~ 
epa( If I)= sup {Wf **(t) : DO} 
where f **(t) = t-l jf, f *(s)ds and f * denotes the non-increasing rearrangement 
of If 1, f EL’(8. Moreover, we define ed If I) = Ilf II I and ed If I) = If I oo. 
The norms ,qpq are rearrangement invariant Fatou norms. Therefore they 
are regular norms. Moreover, the associated norm e&. =Q~,~, where 
p’=p@ - I)- *. This implies that lQ E Lul for each 1 <p I 00, and since for 
each 1 <p < 00 and 1 I q I 00 the space Licks continuously embedded in LPw, it 
follows that the norms epq are of a strict Orlicz type for 1 <p 5 00, 1 ~q I 00. 
Then we have: 
2.5. COROLLARY: For each YE r, each 1 cpr 00 and each 1 zzq~ 00, the 
spaces LPq( 93,,) and MLPq(y) are isometrically isomorphic. 
The problem of Peetre referred to above is the following: Is it true that the 
spaces (II~L~O(~),A~L~I(~))~ are equivalent to the spaces MLPeq(y), for 1 5po, 
pI I 00, p. #p, , 1 I q s 03, 0 < 8< l? (For the notations used as well as other 
results on the theory of interpolation, we refer to [l, Ch. III]). Since it is true 
that (LPO(Y), Lpl( 9))& is isometrically isomorphic to LPBg(Y), it follows at 
once from Corollary 2.5 that the answer is yes when p. # 1 and p1 # 1. By using 
similar arguments, it is possible to prove that the result also holds true for p. = 1 
(see [2] for details), and recently, M. Milman [lo], by explicitly constructing 
Peetre K-functional, showed that the answer is still affirmative for 0 <q c 1. 
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